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Dear Reader, 
 

This month saw a handful of new regulations that affect business in Vietnam. We’ve 

briefed them and outlined the most important changes from each new regulation. They 

cover topics ranging from cash payments to foreign investment in financial institutions and 

internet rules to labor outsourcing. We also look at some of the challenges facing foreign 

investors in deciding dispute resolution issues and specifically in anticipating the 

possibility of having to enforce a judgment in Vietnam. 

  

As always we hope you find this month’s Client Alert helpful and wish you prosperity in 

the coming month. We look forward to working with you. 

 
Sincerely, 
 
Dang The Duc  
Managing Partner  
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Executive 
Summary 

 
In light of the economic slowdown, the Government has set out a new decree hoping to 

lure foreign investors into the financial industries. The decree sets out rules for foreign 

shareholding, registration, and licensing. See PURCHASE OF SHARES OF 

VIETNAMESE CREDIT INSTITUTIONS.  

 

There’s a new draft circular making the rounds that will affect the use of the internet in 

Vietnam. In addition to confirming the difficult requirement of hosting servers within the 

country, there’s guidance on licensing and operations of various types of websites. See 

INTERNET CIRCULAR DRAFT. 

 

The Government is trying to minimize the use of paper, or their trying to cut down on 

printing costs. Either way they’ve issued a new decree limiting the types of transactions 

that can use cash for payment. The paperless transactions are limited in scope, but it’s an 

interesting first step towards becoming a plastic society. See MORE RESTRICTIONS ON 

CASH PAYMENTS. 

 

While labor outsourcing has been a major element of the Vietnamese economy for years, 

only in recent rounds of legislation have there been efforts to apply legislative oversight to 

the situation. Now, in a new circular, the administration and licensing of outsourcing 

companies is clarified and limits are placed on investment in the sector by foreign 

investors. See NEW RULES FOR LABOR OUTSOURCING. 

 

Finally, we take a short look at a long problem. Why you don’t want to go to court over a 

dispute, whether foreign or local. See FOREIGN JUDGMENT ENFORCEMENT: A 

PRIMER. 
 

 

Briefs 

Purchase Of 
Shares Of 
Vietnamese 
Credit 
Institutions 

 

 

 

 

Last month the Government issued Decree No. 01/2014/ND-CP, dated 03 January 2014, 

on the purchase of shares in Vietnamese Credit Institutions (“VCI”) by foreign investors  

(Decree 01). 

 

Decree 01 provides for conditions of and procedures for share purchase, sets out the 

maximum shareholding percentage for a foreign investor in a VCI and conditions for a VCI 

to sell shares to foreign investors.  

 

Decree 01 also promulgates provisions on the purchase of shares of foreign organizations 

as follows: 

 

(i) For a foreign strategic investor that purchases shares of a VCI, its percentage of 

share ownership shall not exceed 20% of the charter capital of this VCI. Foreign 

strategic investors must: 

 

- Be a foreign bank, foreign financial company or foreign finance-leasing 

company which is allowed to perform banking activities by the law of the 

country where it is headquartered. A foreign financial company is only 

allowed to be a foreign strategic investor of a Vietnamese financial 

company while a foreign finance-leasing company is only allowed to be a 

strategic investor at a Vietnamese finance-leasing company.  

- Have experience in the international operation of banking and finance of 
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more than 5 years. 

- Having minimum total assets of 20 billion U.S dollars in the year 

preceding the year of submission of a dossier of share purchase. 

- Have a written commitment and clear plan on binding long-term benefits 

with the relevant Vietnamese credit institution as well as plans to support 

the Vietnamese credit institutions in applying modern technologies; 

developing banking products and services and raising the administration 

and financial capacity. 

- Own no more than 10% of charter capital at any other credit institution in 

Vietnam. 

- Not transfer ownership of its shares within 5 years of becoming a 

strategic investor of a VCI.  

 

(ii) For other foreign investors that purchase shares of a VCI, the shareholding 

percentage shall not exceed 15% of the charter capital of this VCI. If the foreign 

organization purchases more than 10% of the VCI, such foreign organization 

must: 

  

- Be ranked by international prestige credit-rating organizations with at 

least a stable level ranking 

- If a foreign financial entity, have total assets of at least 10 billion U.S. 

dollars; non-financial entities must have a charter capital of 1 billion U.S. 

dollars in the year preceding the year of submission of a dossier of share 

purchase; 

- Not be allowed to transfer its shares in a VCI to other organizations or 

individuals within at least 3 years from the date of owning 10% or more 

of the charter capital of such VCI… 

 

In general, the total shareholding percentage of foreign organizations in a Vietnamese 

commercial bank shall not exceed 30% of this bank’s charter capital and in other non-

banking credit institution; the maximum shareholding percentage shall be subject to 

provisions of prevailing laws applicable to public companies and listing companies. 

  

As prescribed in this Decree, all transaction of purchasing shares of VCIs of foreign 

investors must be conducted under Vietnamese Dong. In addition, Decree 01 also 

provides provisions on authorization, orders, procedures and application dossier of foreign 

investors for purchasing shares of VCI. 

 

This Decree became effective on 20 February 2014.│ 
 

 

 

Internet 

Circular Draft 

 

 

 

 

 

Decree No. 72/2013/ND-CP, dated 15 July 2013, on the management, provision and use 

of Internet services and online information (Decree 72) came into effect on 1st September 

2013 and replaced Decree No. 97/2013/ND-CP, dated 28 August 2008. To ensure the 

consistency of the legal regulations, the Ministry of Information and Communication has 

been drafting a circular guiding the implementation of a number of articles of Decree 72 

related to the management of general websites and social network websites (the Draft). If 

the Draft enters effect as is, it will invalidate certain portions of Circular No. 14/2010/TT-

BTTT, dated 29 June 2010. 

 

The Draft does away with the registration procedure for social network websites, but it 

does add the requirement of an operation license for such website. Web based 
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newspapers, internal websites and specialized websites of organizational entities quoting 

information on politics, economy, culture, or society are also required to have an operation 

license similar to that required for general websites.  

 

For general websites, e-newspapers and social network websites, the information about 

number of license, issuing date, and licensing authority must be present on the home page 

of the site. The duration of an operation license may be renewed for two times with the 

maximum extended duration of each time being two years, so that the total duration of the 

license does not exceed ten years. Owners of licensed websites are not permitted to 

transfer management rights and ownership rights in respect of their websites to any other 

parties. In case of closing websites, such owners must notify the licensing authority of such 

closure and return the issued licenses. Any changes of the owner’s name, address, 

domain name, content management personnel, etc. for a licensed website must be 

recorded with the licensing authority.  

 

The license will be revoked in the following circumstances: (a) revocation of business 

license or liquidation of entity; (b) use of false information for obtaining license; (c) serious 

violation of provisions on prohibited conduct; or (d) receiving administrative sanction two 

times in twelve consecutive months. If the license is revoked the organizational entity must 

wait at least one year before reapplying for a new license.  

 

The Draft specifies the conditions for obtaining operation licenses for general website and 

social network websites, comprising conditions for management personnel, finance, and 

technological standards. Accordingly, it requires that the person responsible for the 

website contents must be the head of the organization entity or at the deputy level thereof 

under the authorization of the head, having Vietnam nationality and resident or temporary 

resident address in Vietnam, with a university or higher degree. In addition, the website 

content management team must comprise at least three persons with university or higher 

degree, wherein the team leader must have at least one year of experience in website 

content administration or similar works. It also requires that the technical management 

team must comprise at least two persons with IT qualification at college level or higher.  

 

Remarkable requirements for finance and technology is that the organizational entity must 

have a financial plan to ensure the operation of the website for at least the first two years, 

and have at least one server system placed in Vietnam which is available at any time for 

inspection/ search and provision of information at the request of competent authorities. 

 

As regulated in the Draft, the owner of a general website must submit annual reports to the 

competent authority before 15 January, meanwhile the owner of a social network website 

must submit reports twice a year before 15 January and 15 July.│ 

 

 

More 

Restrictions On 

Cash Payments 

 

 

On 31 December 2013 the Government enacted Decree No. 222/2013/ND-CP on 

payments made by cash (Decree 222) to replace Decree No. 161/2006/ND-CP providing 

regulations on payments in cash (Decree 161). Decree 222 supplements and amends 

most of the provisions on the restriction of payments made by cash in a number of 

payment transactions. 

 

Decree 222 states that the institutions providing payment services include the State Bank 

of Vietnam (State Bank), credit institutions and foreign bank branches. Furthermore, 

Decree 222 expands the scope of its authority to include not solely the organizations and 

individuals conducting cash transactions with institutions providing payment services but 
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any other organizations and individuals involved in cash payments as well.  

 

Decree 222 also defines cash and cash payment. Cash means paper money and metal 

coins issued by the State Bank, and cash payment means the use of cash to directly make 

a disbursement or discharge some other monetary payment obligation in a payment 

transaction. 

 

The main new points of Decree 222 are additional regulations on securities transactions, 

financial transactions of enterprises and disbursement of capital for lending:  

 

 There are certain transactions that organizations and individuals are not permitted to 

pay by cash, including the securities transactions on the Stock Exchange, transactions  

of securities which  have  been  registered  and/or deposited  at  the  Securities  

Depository  Centre other than via  the trading system of the Stock Exchange. 

 

 Non-cash payment must be used for the enterprises’ transactions of capital 

contribution to enterprises and transactions of purchase, sale of, and assignment of 

capital contribution portions in enterprises. Moreover, except for credit institutions, all 

loans are to be paid by non-cash means. 

 

 In terms of disbursement of capital for lending, credit institutions and foreign bank 

branches must observe the State Bank regulations on disbursing loan capital in cash 

to customers; whereas, formerly, this issue was not restrained by any regulations. 

 

Decree 222 also modifies provisions in respect of withdrawing cash. Instead of reaching 

the agreement with State Treasury about withdrawal of large amounts of cash and about 

advance notice to withdraw a large amount of cash as before, from now on the entities 

must conduct registration in accordance with regulations of the Ministry of Finance in order 

to withdraw cash from the State Treasury. 

 

Decree 222 became effecting on 1 March 2014.│ 

 

 

New Rules For 

Labor 

Outsourcing 

 

 

Vietnam has joined the outsourcing crowd according to the Labor Code 2012 as amended 

(Labor Code). For the first time, primary provisions on labor outsourcing have been laid 

down in the Labor Code in Section 5, articles 53 to 58 in terms of concept, rights and 

obligations of outsourcing service providers, the outsourcing party and outsourced 

employees.  

 

The law has been further clarified by Government Decree No. 55/2013/ND-CP, dated 22 

May 2013 (Decree 55), and by Circular No. 01/2014/TT-BLDTBXH, dated 8 January 2014 

(Circular 01), guiding the implementation of Decree 55. 

 

Circular 01 specifies detailed provisions on application dossiers, process, procedures for 

issuance, re-issuance, renewal, revocation of outsourcing license, the competent State 

management authority and other regulations on outsourcing service providers’ 

responsibilities.  

 

Conditions for outsourcing license 

 

A joint venture company established with a Vietnamese partner is the only way for a 

foreign outsourcing service provider to work out their business plans in Vietnam so long as 
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they meet the following conditions: 

 

- Certificate of Business Registration having labor outsourcing in its lines of 

business in the origin country; 

- Outsourcing License granted by the competent authority in the origin country; and 

- Other documents (for activities of labor outsourcing granted in the origin country).  

Apart from the forgoing, the foreign outsourcing service provider is required to enclose 

outsourcing contracts entered into in the origin country and to submit proof of business 

experience of at least 5 years. 

 

Furthermore, the person assigned by the foreign outsourcing service provider in the 

position of head of the joint venture company has to have 3 years of work experience in 

labor outsourcing. Any changes in the management personnel must be reported to the 

Department of Labor - Invalids and Social Affairs (DOLISA).  

 

Competent authority for issuance, re-issuance, renewal and revocation of outsourcing 

license 

 

DOLISA is the unit responsible for application dossier receipt, dossier assessment and 

recommendation for issuance or non-issuance to the Minister of the Ministry of Labor - 

Invalids and Social Affairs. DOLISA is also the unit who sends advice to the Minister of the 

Ministry of Labor - Invalids and Social Affairs on outsourcing license revocation. Whereas, 

the competent authority for approval of issuance, renewal, re-issuance, revocation for 

outsourcing license is the Ministry of  Labor - Invalids and Social Affairs and the Minister is 

the empowered signatory. 

 

Procedures of issuance, re-issuance, renewal for outsourcing license 

 

Expired outsourcing licenses will only be replaced or renewed if, within 90 working days 

from the date of expiration, the requesting entity submits the application dossier to the 

competent authority in accordance with the regulations.  

 

Legal capital requirements state that the outsourcing joint venture company must maintain 

a legal capital equivalent to VND 10 billion, which is approximately half a million USD.  

 

Upon receiving an outsourcing license from the Ministry, the requesting entity is required to 

send a written notification enclosing a copy of the outsourcing license to the DOLISA 

located where the head office is located. The company must also post a public copy of the 

license at the provider’s head office within 10 days. Publication in an online newspaper for 

five consecutive days within the first month after receipt is also required.  

 

Report regime 

 

After obtaining the outsourcing license, the outsourcing service providers have to address 

a full report on practices and results of labor outsourcing activities and other relevant units, 

organizations. The report is implemented every 6 months and sent on 20 June and 20 

December every year or special reports in special cases as so required. 

 

Procedures and responsibilities of outsourcing service providers subject to license 

revocation 
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Apart from revocation of the license due to breach of provisions, renewal or reissuance 

may be refused for failure to send application dossiers for new issuance, renewal, re-

issuance for the license 

 

After receiving the decision on the outsourcing license revocation, the following procedures 

are required to be implemented by the outsourcing service provider: 

 

- Returning the outsourcing license o the Ministry of Labor - Invalids and Social 

Affairs within 15 days of the revocation date.  

- Submitting a written report to send to DOLISA on the termination of the labor 

outsourcing entity within 30 working days of the revocation date.  

- Publicizing the termination on e-newspapers for 7 consecutive days within 20 

days of the revocation date. 

- Submitting a written report to DOLISA on the completion of obligations for the 

State and the employees and proof enclosed.  

Joint ventures can also lose their license by delay and tardiness. If they do not commence 

business within six months of receiving a license for outsourcing then DOLISA may 

recommend that the license be revoked. In such instance, a closing report is not required.  

 

Circular 01 took effect on 1 March 2014.│ 
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You've got your judgment in hand. You've spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on 

litigation or arbitration. But you won. You got the award rendered according to your dispute 

resolution clause and your contracted agreement with your Joint Venture party. You got 

everything you wanted out of the experience.  

 

Problem: you can't find any assets belonging to the defendant anywhere but in Vietnam. 

 

Welcome to judgment enforcement. 

 

It's a tough road, judgment enforcement, especially in a socialist country in Asia that also 

has the burden of categorization as a developing country. Something that normally might 

be helpful, but hey, it's Vietnam and I'm America. I'm not going to let a judgment made by 

the courts of Vietnam be recognized in my country, I don't know what might have 

happened to “adjust” the outcome. How can I be sure that the judgment was fair and 

impartial? 

 

And that's the thing, by Vietnamese law there are only two instances wherein the courts 

will recognize a decision made by a foreign court. The first is treaty, and well, I've looked 

and I can't find any. The second, and here we're really looking at international private law, 

is if the foreign government reciprocates judgment enforcement. That means that if China 

recognizes Vietnam's court rulings than Vietnam will recognize China's court rulings. There 

are very few countries with which Vietnam has such relations and most of those are as 

difficult to prosecute as Vietnam. 

 

I've hit on this before, but unless you can find some assets outside of Vietnam, you're 

going to have to go through the courts at some point. Whether it's to enforce a domestic 
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arbitral award, recognize and enforce a foreign arbitral award, recognize and enforce a 

foreign judgment, or simply to try the case in the first place...you can't escape. You will 

need the courts in Vietnam.  

 

That poses the second dilemma, how to minimize the court's ability to @$#$ things up. 

And again, this depends on the size and nature of your investment, the amount of money 

you would be willing to spend on dispute resolution, and the type of resolution you're 

capable of negotiating with your local partner. 

 

If your investment is big enough, and you have the cash to pay for it, international 

arbitration is most certainly the best dispute resolution solution. It minimizes the abilities of 

the local courts to mess with the award. Unfortunately, no one's ever tested this theory, so 

it may not work. If your investment is smaller, and you can't justify spending millions of 

dollars on lawyers and arbitrators and venues and travel, then go with the local arbitration. 

There are qualified professionals who are involved—many of them practicing lawyers at 

prestigious law firms—and they are more likely to hand down an unprejudiced award than 

other venues.  

 

Finally, there's the courts. I would estimate that nine out of every ten lawyers would 

recommend that you avoid the courts at all costs. This is caused by the problems of 

development and the unequal distribution of wealth, but know that guan xi culture is alive 

and well.  

 

Thus ended the lesson.│ 
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